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Anatomy	of	a	clinical	note

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



Free-text	and	semi-structured	texts
(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



CT	scan	of	liver

©	Stanford	University,	radTF	database(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



MRI	of	wrist

©	Stanford	University,	radTF	database(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



X-ray	of	foot

©	Stanford	University,	radTF	database(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



Progress	note:	SOAP	format

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



Progress	note:	example

Patient	1
8/15/2003
Denies	heroin	or	other	illicit	drug	use.		Drinks	occasional	beer.		Last	two	urine	tests	have	been	negative	
for	drugs.

No	new	psychosocial	 difficulties.		Seemingly	spending	more	time	at	home	and	no	reports	no	difficulties	
at	work.

Brief	physical	shows	that	his	BP	continues	elevated	152/92.

Reports	that	he	attends	NA	weekly	and	continues	in	the	weekly	support	group	(which	is	confirmed	by	
the	group	leader.)

Impression
Heroin	use	currently	in	remission.
Participating	in	program	of	recovery	and	by	self-report	is	using	Subutex	as	directed.
Mild	blood	pressure	elevation

Rx	Plan
Continue	Subutex	16	mg	daily
Discussed	BP	elevation	and	the	importance	of	developing	an	exercise	program	and	low	salt	diet.
Return	visit	3	weeks

©	California	 Society	of	Addiction	Medicine(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



STRIDE	Note	Types

• 59	note	types	(out	of	8,132)	cover	7.6	
mil.	notes	 (out	of	9.5	mil)

• 0.7%	types	cover	80%	of	the	data
• 2.2%	types	(182)	cover	90%	of	the	data
• 5%	of	notes,	cover	95%	of	the	data.	
• K	=	95.

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



Clinical	vs.	Biomedical	Text

• Biomedical	text appears	in	books,	articles,	
literature	abstracts,	posters.	

• Clinical	text is	written	by	clinicians	or	
healthcare	providers.	Describes	patients,	their	
pathologies,	their	personal,	social	and	medical	
histories,	findings	made	during	interviews	or	
procedures,	etc.	

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



What	could	we	do	this	this	clinical	text?	What	are	
examples	where	it	provides	complementary	or	distinct	
information	from	other	structured	data	that	might	be	
available?

Take	two	minutes,	and	brainstorm	with	a	partner ideas	
for	how	to	use	the	clinical	text



Applications	of	clinical	NLP



Application:	automated	coding

+

401.1 (Hypertension);  
428.0 (Congestive heart failure); 
369.6 (One eye blindness)à

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	cohort	detection

A∩C
7,750

(A)
Natural Language 

Processing
N=41,741

(C)
ICD9/CPT
N=9,592

(B)
ABI < 0.9
N=4,349

A∩B∩C
2,822

NLP detected 4x more patients
than traditional algorithms.  More 
importantly, many patients with 
Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) are 
missed using standard approaches.

Duke JD, Chase M, Ring N, Martin J, Fuhr R, Hirch A. (2016) Natural Language Processing to Augment Identification of Peripheral Arterial Disease Patients in 
Observational Research. American College of Cardiology Annual Symposium. 

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



The	utility	of	looking	into	notes

Wei	WQ,	et	al	2015	JAMIA
(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



The	utility	of	looking	into	notes

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



Application:	clinical	decision	support

•Leverage	information	from	the	clinical	notes	
within	logic	of	clinical	decision	support

–Drug	–drug	interactions
–Allergies
–…

Demner-Fushman D, Chapman W, McDonald C. (2009) What can natural language processing do for clinical decision support? J Biomed Inform. 42(5):760-762
Demner-Fushman D, Elhadad N. (2016) Aspiring to unintended consequences of natural language processing: a review of recent developments in clinical and
consumer-generated text processing. IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics.

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	data	exploration

Hirsch J, Tanenbaum J, Lipsky Gorman S, Liu C, Schmitz E, Hashorva D, Ervits A, Vawdrey D, Sturm M, Elhadad N. (2015) HARVEST, a longitudinal patient record 
summarizer. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 22(2):263-274.
Pivovarov R, Coppleson Y, Lipsky Gorman S, Vawdrey D, Elhadad N. (2016) Can patient record summarization support quality metric abstraction? Am Med Inform 
Assoc Symp. 

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	data	exploration
(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	data	exploration

Blei D, Lafferty J. (2007) A correlated topic model of Science. Annals of Applied Statistics. 1(1):17-35.

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	data	exploration

Blei D, Lafferty J. (2007) A correlated topic model of Science. Annals of Applied Statistics. 1(1):17-35.

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	info-surveillance	from	
public	social	media

Harrison C, Jorder M, Stern H, Stavinsky F, Reddy V, Hanson H, Waechter H, Lowe L, Gravano L, Balter S. (2014) Using online reviews by restaurant 
patrons to identify unreported cases of foodborne illness– New York City, 2012-2013. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Morbidity and 
Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR), 63(20):441–445.
Paul M, Dredze M. (2011) You are what you tweet: Analyzing Twitter for public health. In Proceedings of the Fifth International AAAI Conference on 
Weblogs and Social Media.

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	info-surveillance
(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	high	throughput	
phenotyping

Words from clinical notes

Medications ICD9 codes

Laboratory 
Tests

DM2 cohort 
identification (n=2,500)

2/18/2015 Interactive Topic Modeling

http://localhost:8080/itm-release/ui.html?username=&sessionname=&corpus=lda_text&topicsnum=5 1/1

424.0MITRAL VALVE DISORDERS

mitral   valve   regurgitation   repair   severe

replacement   mvr   moderate   tricuspid   furosemide
potassiumchloride   warfarin   heparin

sodium   docusatesodium   acetaminophen   epinephrine

magnesiumsulfate   milrinone   potassium   hct
hgb   glucose   sodium   inrpt   pltcount   creat   mch

magnesium   ptt   rdw   mchc   pt   urean   mcv   rbc   totalco2

wbc   chloride   424.0mitralvalve

disorders   398.91rheumaticheartfailurecongestive

397.0diseases_of_tricuspidvalve

Topics

Words

© This is just a test 2013

Interactive Topic Modeling

   Round 0 Time left: 897:37

2/18/2015 Interactive Topic Modeling

http://localhost:8080/itm-release/ui.html?username=&sessionname=&corpus=lda_text&topicsnum=5 1/1

E888.9UNSPECIFIED
ACCIDENTAL FALL

ct   subdural   head   hematoma   right
left   hemorrhage   frontal   neurosurgery   subarachnoid

phenytoinsodium   phenytoinsodium

extended   phenytoin   glucose   potassium   mchc
aniongap   inrpt   totalco2   ptt   sodium   chloride   pltcount
pt   calcium   rbc   wbc   creat   rdw   hgb   mcv   phosphate   mch

E888.9unspecifiedaccidental
fall   852.20subduralhemorrhage
followinginjury   E880.9accidentalfallon
orfromotherstairsorsteps   852.21
subduralhemorrhagefollowinginjury   E885.9
accidentalfallfromothertrippingorstumbling   432.1subdural
hemorrhage   801.26closedfractureofbaseskullwith
subarachnoidsubduralextraduralhemorrhage   852.00
subarachnoidhemorrhagefollowinginjury

Topics
Words

© This is just a test 2013

Interactive Topic Modeling

   Round 0 Time left: 894:41

Pivovarov R, Perotte A, Grave E, Angiolillo J, Wiggins C, Elhadad N. (2015) Learning probabilistic phenotypes from heterogeneous EHR data. J Biomed Inform. 
58:156-165.

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	predictive	analytics

De Choudhury M, Kiciman E, Dredze M, Coppersmith G, Kumar M. (2016) Discovering Shifts to Suicidal Ideation from Mental Health Content in Social Media. 
CHI’16.

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Application:	predictive	analytics

Stage III CKD Stage IV CKD

Time

Prediction

Perotte A, Ranganath R, Hirsch J, Blei D, Elhadad N (2015). Risk Prediction for Chronic Kidney Disease Progression Using Heterogeneous Electronic Health Record 
Data and Time Series Analysis. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 22(4):8720

Survival Model (n=2,617) Concordance (n=291)

(Text + Lab) Kalman Filter 0.849

Lab Kalman Filter 0.836

Recent Labs 0.819

Text Kalman Filter 0.733

eGFR risk score 0.779

(Heart 
Failure)

Lasix
Volume
Edema
Heart

Failure
Worsening

Diuresis
Severe

Diastolic
Overload

(Diabetes)
Units

Insulin
Subcutaneou

s
Lantus

Glucose
Diabetes

Times
70/30

Diabetic
Days

(Dialysis)
q15

Dialysis
Fistula

Volume
Bid

Lasix
Placement
Improved
Heparin

Examined

(Health 
Maintenance)

Flu
Visit

Fasting
Colonoscopy

Year
Shot

Vaccine
wnl

Check
Primary

(Gynecological
)

Breast
Vaginal

Mammo
Cancer

Hx
Pap
nl

Age
will

Endometrial

(Asthma)
Albuterol
Asthma
Inhaled
Lung

Obstructive
Wheezing

Advair
Pulm

Restrictive
Puffs

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Now	that	we	have	seen	a	few	example	documents	and	
applications,	what	do	you	think	are	the	main	problems	
we	might	face	in	trying	to	do	“natural	language	
processing”	on	such	content.

Take	two	minutes,	and	discuss	with	a	partner the	issues	
we	might	face.

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



My	dream:	text	understanding



My	dream:	text	understanding

“pt with	fever,	chills,	N/V	since	friday after	eating	what	
hethought was	undercooked	meat.		Unable	to	hold	po's
down.	Fevers	to	103”

Medical history / context
- Possible food poisoning

Symptoms: 
- fever and chills (now)
- nausea and vomiting (for previous X days)
- unable to keep any foods/liquids down (recent past)
- fever as high as 103 (recent past)



My	dream:	text	understanding

“89	yo f	s/p	esophageal	hernia	repair	3/09	w/	?g-tube	
placement	now	w/	c/o's	n&v.		family	reports	pt's
appetite	is	decreased,	no	BM	x3d.		generally	not	feeling	
well,	had	a	bad	day”

Medical history / context:
- 89 years old
- female
- recent hernia repair; has feeding tube

Symptoms: 
- nausea and vomiting 
- decreased appetite
- no bowel movements (for 3 days)
- malaise (today)



My	dream:	text	understanding

“from	the	scene	fall	of	horse	landed	on	r	thigh	
deformity	iv	fluid	100	fentanyl/	morhpine 4.	no	head	or	
neck	pain/”

Medical history / context:
- very recent trauma injury
- currently on pain killers 

Symptoms: 
- thigh deformity (since accident)
- no head pain (since accident)
- no neck pain (since accident)



Problems	unique	to	clinical	text
• Ungrammatical,	 has	misspellings	 and	concatenations.	Contains	

short	telegraphic	phrases,	acronyms,	abbreviations,	 which	are	often	
overloaded	 =	haiku	of	acronyms

• Some	sources	are	dictated	and	composed	deliberately	 for	clear	
communication	 (radiology	 reports)	while	others	are	written	for	
documentation	 (progress	notes)	=	high	variance	in	quality

• Can	contain	many	things	that	can	be	typed	or	pasted,	such	as	long	
sets	of	lab	values	or	vital	signs	=	pasted	in	junk

• Idiosyncratic	and	institution-specific	 template-use	 is	common	=	lot	
of	copy-pasting

• Pervasive	 fear,	misunderstanding,	 and	confusion	around	security,	
privacy,	de-identification,	 and	anonymization	 =	ridiculous	amount	
of	agony	in	getting	access

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



How	do	we	get	there?

First	question:	how	do	we	represent the	
structured	data?



The UMLS consists ofThe UMLS consists of

Metathesaurus Semantic Network
SPECIALIST

Lexicon & Tools

135 broad 
categories and 
54 relationships 
between 
categories

1 million+
biomedical 
concepts
from over 100 
sources

lexical 
information and 
programs for 
language 
processing

3 Knowledge Sources
used separately or together

(Slide credit: Rachel Kleinsorge and Jan Willis, “UMLS Basics class”)



History of the UMLSHistory of the UMLS
zz Started at National Library of Medicine, 1986Started at National Library of Medicine, 1986
zz “Long“Long--term R&D project”term R&D project”
zz Complementary to IAIMSComplementary to IAIMS

[Lindberg & al., Methods, 1993]
[Humphreys & al., JAMIA, 1998]

«[…] the UMLS project is an effort to 
overcome two significant barriers to 
effective retrieval of machine-readable 
information.

• The first is the variety of ways the 
same concepts are expressed in 
different machine-readable sources and 
by different people.

• The second is the distribution of useful 
information among many disparate 
databases and systems.»

(Integrated Academic Information Management Systems)(Integrated Academic Information Management Systems)

(Slide credit: Rachel Kleinsorge and Jan Willis, “UMLS Basics class”)



MetathesaurusMetathesaurus: : clusters terms by meaningclusters terms by meaning

zz Synonymous terms clustered into a conceptSynonymous terms clustered into a concept
zz Preferred term is chosenPreferred term is chosen
zz Unique identifier (CUI) is assignedUnique identifier (CUI) is assigned

Addison’s disease

Addison’s disease Metathesaurus      PN 
Addison’s disease                SNOMED CT        PT 363732003
Addison’s Disease                MedlinePlus      PT   T1233
Addison Disease                  MeSH PT D000224
Bronzed disease SNOMED Intl 1998    SY         DB-70620 
Deficiency; corticorenal,     ICPC2-ICD10 PT MTHU021575

primary                               Thesaurus
Primary Adrenal Insufficiency    MeSH EN D000224
Primary hypoadreanlism    MedDRA LT 10036696
syndrome, Addison

C0001403

(Slide credit: Rachel Kleinsorge and Jan Willis, “UMLS Basics class”)



Semantic NetworkSemantic Network

zz 135 Semantic Types 135 Semantic Types 
zz Broad subject categories (Clinical Drug, Virus)Broad subject categories (Clinical Drug, Virus)
zz Ex:  Ex:  

�� Addison’s DiseaseAddison’s Disease
�� Semantic Type: Disease or SyndromeSemantic Type: Disease or Syndrome

zz 54 Semantic Relationships54 Semantic Relationships
zz Links between categories (Links between categories (isaisa, causes, treats) , causes, treats) 
zz Ex: Ex: 

�� VirusVirus causescauses Disease or SyndromeDisease or Syndrome

zz Types + Relationships Types + Relationships 
zz Form the structure of the semantic networkForm the structure of the semantic network
zz Broadly categorize the biomedical domainBroadly categorize the biomedical domain

(Slide credit: Rachel Kleinsorge and Jan Willis, “UMLS Basics class”)



Concept       Concept       cluster of synonymous termscluster of synonymous terms
C

on
ce

pt
C

00
01

62
1

Term 
adrenal disease gland
L0001621

S0011232 Adrenal Gland Diseases
S0011231 Adrenal Gland Disease
S0000441 Disease of adrenal gland
S0481705 Disease of adrenal gland, NOS
S0220090 Disease, adrenal gland
S0044801 Gland Disease, Adrenal

Term
adrenal disorder gland 
unspecified
L0041793

S0860744 Disorder of adrenal gland, unspecified
S0217833 Unspecified disorder of adrenal glands

Term
adrenal disorder gland
L0181041

S0632950 Disorder of adrenal gland
S0354509 Adrenal Gland Disorders

Term
adrenal disorder
L0161347

S0225481 ADRENAL DISORDER
S0627685 DISORDER ADRENAL (NOS)

S0226798 SURRENALE, MALADIES
Term
L0162317 FRE

(Slide credit: Rachel Kleinsorge and Jan Willis, “UMLS Basics class”)



How	do	we	get	there?

How	do	we	extract	the	relevant	concepts	and	
understand	their	broader	context?



Information	extraction

Patient should come back if
severe facial rash occurs

Disorder

span: 35-45 (facial rash)
CUI: C0239521
body location: C0015450 (facial; 27-
32)
conditional: true (if; 25-26) 
negation: false (NULL)
severity: severe (severe; 28-33)
...

Terminology

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Example	of	mapping	to	UMLS
(work	in	my	lab)

• Goal:	identify	mentions	of	medical	problems	in	
text	and	map	them	to	UMLS	concepts

• First	step:	identify	the	mentions	in	text
–Tag	tokens	in	the	input	text	to	indicate	their	
involvement	in	a	mention

(Slide credit: Ankit Vani and Yacine Jernite, NYU)



Tagging	scheme
B First token of the mention

I Other tokens of the mention

O Everything else

OD Within scope of a mention but not part of the mention itself

ID Tokens which are part of a discontinuous mention

In Identifying token in overlapping mentions

Bn Identifying token in overlapping mentions, first word of the mention

Ip Part of only one of two overlapping mentions, but not the identifying token

(Slide credit: Ankit Vani and Yacine Jernite, NYU)



Tagging	examples
• the patient suffers from a broken jaw .

O     O       O      O  O   B     I O

• the pain is strongest in the arm .
O    B OD     OD    OD  OD ID O

• left arm and shoulder are swollen
B    In OD In OD ID

• elbow and wrist broken
Bn OD Bn     ID

• inflammation of left kidney and spleen
B       OD In    Ip    OD In

(Slide credit: Ankit Vani and Yacine Jernite, NYU)



Deep	conditional	random	field

(Slide credit: Ankit Vani and Yacine Jernite, NYU)



Window	prediction	without	CRF

(Slide credit: Ankit Vani and Yacine Jernite, NYU)



Information	extraction	(Modifiers)

•CUI	(normalization)
“presented	with	facial	rash”
Facial	rash	(CUI	C0239521)

•Negation
“patient	denies numbness”	

•Subject
“son has	schizophrenia”

•Uncertainty
“evaluation of	MI”

•Course
“The	cough got	worse over	the	next	two	weeks.”

•Severity
“slight bleeding”

•Conditional
“Pt should come back if any rash
occurs”

•Generic
“she went to the HIV clinic”

•Body Location
“patient presented with facial rash”

Face (CUI: C0015450)

Elhadad et al (2015) SemEval-2015 Task 14: Analysis of Clinical Text. Proc. SemEval’15.
Pradhan et al (2015) Evaluating the state of the art in disorder recognition and normalization of the clinical narrative. J Am Med Inform Assoc. 

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)



Negation	and	Context	detection
no abnormal [PREN]
no cause of [PREN]
no complaints of [PREN]
no evidence [PREN]
no new evidence [PREN]
no other evidence[PREN]
no evidence to suggest [PREN]
no findings of [PREN]
no findings to indicate [PREN]
no mammographic evidence of [PREN]
no new [PREN]
no radiographic evidence of [PREN]
no sign of [PREN]
no significant [PREN]
no signs of [PREN]
no suggestion of [PREN]
no suspicious [PREN]
not [PREN]
not appear [PREN]
not appreciate [PREN]
not associated with [PREN]
not complain of [PREN]
not demonstrate [PREN]
not exhibit [PREN]
not feel [PREN]
not had [PREN]

Negex and	Contex projects
https://github.com/chapmanbe/pyConTextNLP

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



Example	NLP	pipeline	(cTAKEs)

(Slide credit: Nigam Shah)



How	do	we	get	there?

What	data	is	available	for	training	and	
evaluating	clinical	NLP	algorithms?















For	many	predictive	tasks,	simple	
bag-of-words	models	work	well



Example:	Triage	nurse	notes

•pt	with	fever,	chills,	N/V	since	friday after	eating	what	
hethought was	undercooked	meat.		Unable	to	hold	
po's down.	Fevers	to	103

•89	yo f s/p esophageal	hernia	repair	3/09	w/	?g-tube	
placement	now	w/	c/o's n&v.		family	reports	pt's	
appetite	is	decreased,	no	BM	x3d.		generally	not	
feeling	well,	had	a	bad	day.

•from	the	scene	fall	of	horse	landed	on	r thigh	
deformity	iv	fluid	100	fentanyl/	morhpine 4.	no	head	
or	neck	pain/

•cantonese speaking	with	numness right	arm	blurred	
vision	dizziness	lack	of	focus	SOB	since8	am.	tongue	
midline.	no	facial	droop.	same	sxs as	strok in	08.

Which of these is likely to develop sepsis?



Text	is	much	more	valuable	than	
structured	data

!

Area under the curve: 
0.87

ROC curve on test data (~19,000 patients)

Better

(Proportion of actual 
infection cases that are 
detected)

(Proportion of falsely predicted infections)

[Horng, Sontag, et al. “Creating an automated trigger for sepsis clinical decision support at emergency 
department triage using machine learning”. PLOS ONE, 2017]



Learning	a	representation	for	reasoning	
about	a	patient

•The	goal	of	the	triage	note	is	to	summarize	a	
patient’s	state	to	provide	maximal context in	
which	to	understand	future	data

•Can	we	learn	the	latent	space	directly	from	
the	triage	text?

•Our	approach	is	to	try	to	tease	out	this	latent	
space	using	a	type	of	dimensionality	reduction

•We	use	a	“topic”	model	called	latent	Dirichlet
allocation



Latent	Dirichlet allocation

•Generative	model	for	documents	(patient’s	triage	text)
•Assume	there	are	T	topics	(for	us,	T=500),	and	the	
variable	zi denotes	the	assignment	of	a	topic	to	the	i’th
word

•Generative	model	for	single	patient’s	triage	text:
– (				is	a	distribution	over	 the	T	topics)	
–For	each	word	i,

(choose	a	topic	for	i’th word)
(sample	a	word)

•We	learn	the	distributions	Pr(w |	z =	t)	and	the	“priors”	

✓ ⇠ Dir(↵) ✓

zi ⇠ Multinomial(�)
wi � Pr(w | z = zi)

↵t



What	do	we	learn?

Topic distributions

.0013 facial numbness droop weakness sided speech slurred face…

.0004 rabies bat vaccine exposure shot here for in room prophylaxis…

.0023 shoulder pain rom arm decreased limited pulse injury …

.0237 etoh found admits unable ambulate trauma fs no on drinking…

.0068 gait unsteady steady dizziness feet ha stable alert well oriented…

.0041 vaginal discharge bleeding vag d/c gyn itching pelvic foul…

.0032 throat sore swallowing voice fevers ear difficulty st swallow…

.0027 cellulitis swelling redness with lle rle leg and fevers l lower…

.0009 pna cough on pneumonia with cxr dx recent levaquin r/o…

↵t

We discover synonyms

[Horng, Sontag, et al. “Creating an automated trigger for sepsis clinical decision support at emergency 
department triage using machine learning”. PLOS ONE, 2017]



Results	make	sense

Topic distributions

facial numbness droop weakness sided speech slurred face…

rabies bat vaccine exposure shot here for in room prophylaxis…

shoulder pain rom arm decreased limited pulse injury …

etoh found admits unable ambulate trauma fs no on drinking…

gait unsteady steady dizziness feet ha stable alert well oriented…

vaginal discharge bleeding vag d/c gyn itching pelvic foul…

throat sore swallowing voice fevers ear difficulty st swallow…

cellulitis swelling redness with lle rle leg and fevers l lower…

pna cough on pneumonia with cxr dx recent levaquin r/o…

Infection

Less likely

More likely

[Horng, Sontag, et al. “Creating an automated trigger for sepsis clinical decision support at emergency 
department triage using machine learning”. PLOS ONE, 2017]



Current	developments	in	clinical	NLP	
research

•Improved	language	models	
–Better	contextual	representations	of	what	
sequences	of	words	(or	characters)	represent

•Improved	sequence	models
–RNN	(on	words	and	characters)	can	capture	rich,	
long-distance	dependencies	in	text

•Models	for	mixed	modalities	
–Text	+	images,	text	+	laboratory	tests,	text	+…

(Slide credit: Noemie Elhadad)


